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Abstract—Dynamic texture (DT) exhibits statistical stationarity in the spatial domain and stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension, indicating that different frames of DT possess high similarity correlation that is a critical prior knowledge. However, existing methods cannot effectively learn a promising synthesis model for high-dimensional DT from a small number of training data. In this paper, we propose a novel DT synthesis method, which makes full use of similarity prior knowledge to address this issue. Our method bases on the proposed kernel similarity embedding, which not only can mitigate the high-dimensionality and small sample issues, but also has the advantage of modelling nonlinear feature relationship. Specifically, we first raise two hypotheses that are essential for DT model to generate new frames using similarity correlation. Then, we integrate kernel learning and extreme learning machine into a unified synthesis model to learn kernel similarity embedding for representing DT. Extensive experiments on DT videos collected from internet and two benchmark datasets, i.e., Gatech Graphcut Textures and DynTex, demonstrate that the learned kernel similarity embedding can effectively exhibit the discriminative representation for DT. Accordingly, our method is capable of preserving long-term temporal continuity of the synthesized DT sequences with excellent sustainability and generalization. Meanwhile, it effectively generates realistic DT videos with fast speed and low computation, compared with the state-of-the-art methods. The code and more synthesis videos are available at our project page https://shiming-chen.github.io/Similarity-page/Similarity.html.

Index Terms—Dynamic texture (DT), kernel similarity embedding, extreme learning machine, similarity prior knowledge.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Dynamic texture, exhibiting statistical stationarity in the spatial domain and stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension, is one of the dynamic patterns in computer vision [1], [2], e.g., moving vehicles, falling water, flaming fire, rotating windmill. Due to the demands of dynamic patterns synthesis in video technology applications (e.g., texture recognition [3], video segmentation [4], [5] and super-resolution [6]), synthesizing DTs has gradually become an interesting topic in computer graphic and computer vision [7]–[12]. DT synthesis aims to infer a generating process from a DT example, which then allows producing an infinitely varying stream of similar looking texture videos.

In general, DT synthesis methods can be categorized into two groups: non-neural-networks-based methods and neural-networks-based methods. The first group methods are popular approaches for DT synthesis in the early stage, and it can be further classified as physics-based methods [13]–[15], nonparametric methods [16], [17] and dynamic system (DS) modeling methods [1]. [8], [18]–[20]. The second group methods automatically learn the texture distribution with effective representation of neural networks [7], [9], [11], [12], [21], [22]. However, DT is high-dimensional data and lacks enough samples (DT sample typically only has one single training video with a short length of sequence). The non-neural-network-based methods usually seek to reduce the dimensionality of DT for modeling, which may account for information loss and it is hard to design a proper dimensionality-reduction algorithm. Meanwhile, neural-network-based methods fail to effectively fit their large number of parameters when learning from a small number of training samples. To overcome these challenges, we propose a novel insight for DT synthesis that prior knowledge is mined and exploited, i.e., similarity prior knowledge.

In fact, the similarity correlation between frame-to-frame is an explicit expression of statistical stationarity and stochastic repetitiveness of DT. It is a critical representation to distinguish DTs from other videos. Similarity representation serves as the learning objective of metric learning for the discriminative model [3], [23], [24], which suggests the importance of similarity correlation for representation. Some researchers also attempted to mine the potential similarity knowledge of samples to improve the performance of the discriminative model [25]–[31], which suggests that similarity correlation is critical prior knowledge as important as the class labels and other annotation information. Moreover, the similarity correlation can explicitly capture the homogeneous and heterogeneous correlation between different frames of DT. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies on DT synthesis to consider the similarity prior knowledge to address the high-dimensionality and small sample issues, and this is the focus of this work.
of the present paper.

To make full use of similarity prior knowledge, we embed it into the representation of the generative model for DT synthesis. Thus, we raise two hypotheses: 1) the content of texture video frames varies over time-to-time while the more closed frames should be more similar, and 2) the transition between frame-to-frame can be modeled as a linear or nonlinear function to capture the similarity correlation. These hypotheses are essential for the DT model to generate new frames according to current frames using a similarity correlation of different frames. Fortunately, kernel function implicitly embraces an exciting property that it can elegantly capture the similarity correlation of different frames. This correlation can be further elegantly exhibited by kernel similarity matrix that is embedded into kernel similarity embedding. Thus, we raise two efficient hypotheses to benefit the DT system, which are essential for the DT system to generate new frames according to current frames using similarity correlation of different frames.

- We propose a novel DT synthesis method, which learns kernel similarity embedding to synthesize realistic video sequences with good sustainability and generalization.
- We introduce kernel similarity embedding to mine and exploit similarity prior knowledge of DT and analyze its availability in intuitive and theoretical insights.
- We carry out extensive experiments on benchmark datasets to demonstrate that our method shows consistent improvement over the state-of-the-art methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the background and related works of DT synthesis. The proposed method based on kernel similarity embedding is elaborated in Section III. The performance and evaluation are given in Section IV. Section V presents the discussion. Section VI provides a summary and the outlook for future research.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The goal of DT synthesis is to generate an infinitely varying stream of similar appearance texture videos. It aims to accurately learn a transition function \( f \) from the input texture sequence \( \{y_t\}_{t=1}^{N} \in \mathbb{R}^m \) (\( N \) is the length of sequence, \( m \) is the dimensionality of frame) of training set, which can be formulated as:

\[
y_t = f(y_{t-1})
\]

A straightforward way to learn \( f \) is to solve the following objective function:

\[
f' = \arg\min_f \frac{1}{2} \sum_{t=2}^{N} (y_t - f(y_{t-1}))^2
\]

After training, \( f' \) can be learnt. Subsequently, given an initial frame \( y'_{t-1} \) from an input texture sequence of test set, the endless sequences \( \{y'_t\}_{t=2,3,...} \) can be generated iteratively by:

\[
y_t = f'(y'_{t-1})
\]

In the following, we provide a comprehensive review of related work of DT synthesis based on various methods.
A. Non-Neural-Network-Based Methods

1) Physics-Based Methods: Physics-based methods describe DT by simulating its physical mechanism using complicated models. In [13], Pegoraro and Parker presented a new method for the physically-based rendering of frames from detailed simulations of frame dynamics, which accounts for their unique characteristics. This method can synthesize highly realistic renderings of various types of frames. Nealen et al. [14] proposed a physically based deformable model for DT synthesis and made a connection to the simulation of various DT, e.g., fluids, gases, and melting objects. Higher-order SVD (HOSVD) analysis for DT synthesis is proposed in [15]. It decomposes the DT as a multi-dimensional signal without unfolding the video sequences on column vectors, and thus it allows us to perform dimensionality-reduction in the spatial, temporal, and chromatic domain. In summary, although physics-based methods can generate an impressive DT, they are highly application-specific with weak generalization.

2) Dynamic System Modeling Methods: Dynamic system (DS) modeling methods for DT synthesis are the most popular non-neural-network-based method. DS modeling methods typically learn transition function for representing the correlation of different frames of DTs using linear or nonlinear dimensionality-reduction algorithms. A proper dimensionality-reduction algorithm is hard to design, and it may account for information loss of DT. These are the main limitations of DS modeling methods. In [1], Doretto et al. proposed a pioneering DS method for DT synthesis using a simple linear dynamic system (LDS) to project the input video frames into lower dimensional space by singular value decomposition (SVD). Siddiqi et al. [20] proposed a stable-LDS (SLDS) based method to add constraints to a relaxed system solution incrementally and to improve stability. To better adapt the standard LDS-based method to memory- and computational power-limited devices, Abraham proposed new DT synthesis with Fourier descriptors (FFT-LDS) [19], which requires far fewer parameters for DT synthesis compared to standard LDS approaches. In [13], Chain and Vasconcelos introduced a new method (Kernel-DT) for DT synthesis using kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) to learn a nonlinear observation function. There is an essential problem existing in the aforementioned DS modeling methods, in which the column vector dimension of the unfolded frame is often too large compared to the number of given texture frames. To address this problem, the kernel principal component regression (KPCR) method was proposed for DT synthesis by You [8].

B. Neural-Network-Based Methods

The neural network has proven to be an immensely successful discriminative and generative learning machine [23], [38]–[40]. In term of DT synthesis, various approaches based on the ConvNet have been proposed [7], [9], [11], [12], [22]. In [7], Gatys et al. introduced a new model of DT synthesis based on the feature spaces of convolutional neural networks that represent texture using the correlations between feature maps in several layers. Motivated by the works on style transfer and enabled by the two-stream model, Tesfaldet et al. proposed a two-stream model for DT synthesis [11]. This method represents the textures appearance and dynamic of DT using a set of Gram matrices. [21] presented the motion and content decomposed generative adversarial networks (MoCoGAN) for video generation. MoCoGAN is good at generating DTs when learning from a large number of training data. In [9], Xie et al. proposed an energy-based spatial-temporal generative ConvNet to model and to synthesize dynamic patterns. This model is beneficial for generating realistic dynamic patterns when the incomplete input sequences with either occluded pixels or missing frames. [22] presented a dynamic generator model using alternating back-propagation through time algorithm for DT synthesis. This model is efficient in terms of computational cost and model parameter size because it does not need to recruit a discriminative network or an inference network. In summary, neural-neural-based methods fail to exhibit their powerful representation because DT is high-dimensional data and lack of enough samples. Meanwhile, they are time-consuming and computationally expensive for learning their large number of parameters. Therefore, an extreme learning machine may be the desired successor for DT synthesis with expected generalization performance at a surprising learning speed.

III. THE PROPOSED DT SYNTHESIS METHOD

Similarity is a key prior knowledge existing in different samples or self-sample as important as the class labels and other annotation information. Thus, some researchers recently consider to make use of the similarity knowledge of samples to improve the performance of the discriminative model in various tasks, i.e., person re-identification (re-ID) [25]–[27], content-based image retrieval [28]–[31]. DT exhibits statistical stationarity in the spatial domain and stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension, indicating that different frames of DT possess a high similarity correlation. These similarity correlations can also be viewed as the critical prior knowledge, which may mitigate the high-dimensionality and small sample issues for DT synthesis. Therefore, we propose a novel DT synthesis method. It is recommended to synthesize desirable DTs at fast synthesis speed using kernel similarity embedding, which bases on ELM and kernel learning.

In this section, we first revisit ELM for conveniently understanding the proposed method. We then illustrate our method that uses ELM based kernel similarity embedding. Meanwhile, we introduce the additive regularization factor to smooth kernel similarity embedding, and thus our method will be stabler and tend to have better generalization. Finally, we intuitively and theoretically analyze the mechanism of how and why our method can generate realistic, long-term DT videos.

A. Revisiting Extreme Learning Machine

ELM has initially been proposed by Huang et al. [33], and it serves as an emergent technology that has recently attracted much attention [33]–[37]. ELM works for generalized single-hidden layer feedforward networks (SLFNs). Its essence is that the hidden layer of SLFNs need not be tuned, which means that the feature mapping between the input layer and hidden layer
is randomly assigned. With better generalization performance, ELM overcomes some challenges (e.g., slow learning speed, trivial human intervene and poor computational scalability) faced by other computational intelligence techniques. Moreover, the parameters of the hidden layer are randomly initialized during training, and then the weights of the output layer are learned. Therefore, we take full advantage of ELM to expedite the generated speed for DT synthesis with good generalization.

Before introducing ELM formally, we define the notations. Given a dataset \( T = \{ (x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_N, y_N) \} \), where \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( y_i \in \mathbb{R}^m \), \( i = 1, \ldots, N \). The model of ELM with \( L \) hidden nodes can be formulated as:

\[
 f_L(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \beta_i h_i(x) = h(x)\beta \tag{4}
\]

where \( \beta = [\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_L]^\top \) is the vectors of output weights between the hidden layer and the output layer, \( h(x) = [h_1(x), \ldots, h_L(x)] \) is the output vector of the hidden layer with respect to the input \( x \), and \( L \) is the number of nodes of hidden layer. Intuitively, \( h(x) \) is a feature mapping, it maps the input \( x \) from \( n \)-dimensional input space to the \( L \)-dimensional hidden layer feature space (ELM feature space) \( \mathbf{H} \).

According to Bartlett’s theory \([41]\), the smaller the norm of weights are, the better generalization performance networks tend to achieve, while networks reaches smaller training error. See work \([42]\), minimizing the norm of the output weights is actually to maximize the distance of the separating margins of different domains in the feature space. Therefore, different from traditional intelligent learning algorithms, ELM is to minimize the training errors and the norm of the output weights simultaneously. That is shown in Eq. (5).

\[
 \text{Minimize} : \| \mathbf{H}\beta - \mathbf{Y} \|^2 \text{ and } \| \beta \| \tag{5}
\]

where \( \mathbf{H} \) is output matrix of the hidden layer, shown in Eq. (6).

\[
 \mathbf{H} = \begin{bmatrix} h(x_1) \\ \vdots \\ h(x_N) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} h_1(x_1) & \cdots & h_L(x_1) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ h_1(x_N) & \cdots & h_L(x_N) \end{bmatrix} \tag{6}
\]

To solve Eq. (5), the minimal norm least square method is typically used, and the solution is written as Eq. (7).

\[
 \beta = \mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{Y} \tag{7}
\]

where \( \mathbf{H}^\top \) is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of \( \mathbf{H} \), \( \mathbf{Y} = [y_1, \ldots, y_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \). There are different methods can be used to calculate the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of \( \mathbf{H} \), e.g., orthogonalization method, orthogonal projection method, and singular value decomposition. Here we use the orthogonal projection method, which can be used in two cases: 1) if \( \mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{H} \) is nonsingular, \( \mathbf{H}^\top = (\mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{H})^{-1} \mathbf{H}^\top \), or 2) if \( \mathbf{HH}^\top \) is nonsingular, \( \mathbf{H}^\top = \mathbf{H}^\top (\mathbf{HH}^\top)^{-1} \).

Therefore, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as Eq. (8) or Eq. (9).

\[
 \beta = \mathbf{H}^\top (\mathbf{HH}^\top)^{-1} \mathbf{Y} \tag{8}
\]

\[
 \beta = (\mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{H})^{-1} \mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{Y} \tag{9}
\]

Finally, the model of ELM can be written as Eq. (10) or Eq. (11).

\[
 f(x) = h(x)\beta = h(x)\mathbf{H}^\top (\mathbf{HH}^\top)^{-1} \mathbf{Y} \tag{10}
\]

\[
 f(x) = h(x)\beta = h(x) (\mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{H})^{-1} \mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{Y} \tag{11}
\]

Note that, the size of \( \mathbf{HH}^\top \) is \( N \times N \), the size of \( \mathbf{H}^\top \mathbf{H} \) is \( L \times L \). Indeed, \( N < L \) in the field of DT synthesis. From practical point of view, we get the solution of ELM based on Eq. (10) in following section.

**B. Kernel Similarity Embedding for DT Synthesis**

Presenting from the revisiting in Section III-A, we know that feature mapping \( h(x) \) is crucial for ELM. However, \( h(x) \) is known to the user and selected artificially, which is similar to the selection of dimensionality-reduction function of physics-based methods and DS modeling methods for DT synthesis. Moreover, the nodes \( L \) of the hidden layer of ELM are typically more than the dimensions of input data. It means that feature mapping function \( h(x) \) explicitly maps samples to high dimensional space, which is equivalent to the original idea of the kernel function. Furthermore, kernel function possesses an exciting property that can effectively measure the similarity of different samples, which can elegantly exhibit the similarity correlation between different frames for DT. Therefore, we extend ELM to kernel-ELM by kernel learning (kernel function: \( K(u,v) \)) for DT synthesis.

The architectural overview of our method is shown in Figure 2. Before training, all input DT sequences substrate their temporal mean, \( S_t \leftarrow S_t - \bar{S} \), and the input video sequence is divided into two sub-sequences: explanatory frames and response frames. During training, we use kernel-ELM to learn the kernel similarity matrix for representing the statistical stationarity in the spatial domain and the stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension of DT. The kernel similarity matrix will be further embedded into kernel similarity embedding for representation. During testing, the high-fidelity long-term DT sequence is synthesized iteratively using kernel similarity embedding.

At first, we define a kernel similarity matrix \( \Omega_{KSM} \):

\[
 \Omega_{KSM} = \mathbf{HH}^\top \tag{12}
\]

and

\[
 \Omega_{KSM_{i,j}} = h(x_i) \cdot h(x_j) = K(x_i, x_j) \tag{13}
\]

In fact, kernel-ELM shares a similar network structure with ELM and optimizes output weights \( \beta \) of ELM using kernel function \( K(u,v) \) for learning kernel similarity embedding. Therefore, kernel-ELM is easier to learn a model than ELM and keeps the merits of ELM. According to ridge regression theory \([43]\), we can add a regularization factor \( \lambda \) (positive small value) to control the regularization performance of \( \| \beta \| \) during optimization, which is dissimilar to \([44]\) that regularizes the term \( \| \mathbf{H}\beta - \mathbf{Y} \|^2 \). If a proper \( \lambda \) is used, the kernel similarity matrix will be more smooth, and thus our method will be stabler
and tend to have better generalization performance. Then, the optimization objective of our method can be formulated as:

\[
\text{Minimize : } L = \frac{1}{2} \lambda \|\beta\|^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \|\xi_i\|^2
\]

subject to

\[
\alpha_j \sum_{i} \alpha_{i,j} h(x_i)^T \beta - Y_i = \xi_i^T
\]

where \(i = 1, \ldots, N\) (\(N\) is the number of training frames), \(\xi_i = [\xi_{i,1}, \ldots, \xi_{i,m}]^T\) is the training error vector of the training sample \(x_i\). According to the Lagrange theorem, training our method is equivalent to solve the following optimization object:

\[
L = \frac{1}{2} \lambda \|\beta\|^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \|\xi_i\|^2
\]

\[- \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \alpha_{i,j} (h(x_i)^T \beta - Y_i + \xi_i)\]

where \(\beta\) is the vector of the weights that links hidden layer to the \(j\)th output node of output layer and \(\beta = [\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m]\), \(\alpha_{i,j}\) is Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the \(j\)th output of \(i\)th training sample. Then, we have the following KKT corresponding optimality conditions:

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \beta_j} = 0 \rightarrow \lambda \beta_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_{i,j} h(x_i)^T \beta = \frac{1}{\lambda} H^T \alpha
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \xi_i} = 0 \rightarrow \alpha_i = \xi_i
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \alpha_i} = 0 \rightarrow h(x_i)^T \beta - Y_i^T + \xi_i^T = 0
\]

where \(\alpha_i = [\alpha_{i,1}, \ldots, \alpha_{i,m}]^T\) and \(\alpha = [\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_N]^T\).

Substituting Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) into Eq. (18), which can be written as:

\[
(I + \frac{1}{\lambda} HH^T) \alpha = Y \rightarrow \alpha = (I + \frac{1}{\lambda} HH^T)^{-1} Y
\]

where \(I\) is identity matrix. Then, by combining Eq. (16) and Eq. (19), the output weights \(\beta\) of the hidden layer can be formulated as:

\[
\beta = \frac{1}{\lambda} H^T \left(I + \frac{1}{\lambda} HH^T\right)^{-1} Y
\]

\[
= H^T \left(\lambda I + HH^T\right)^{-1} Y
\]

Thus, the transition function of our method (output function of kernel-ELM) can be formulated as Eq. (21) according to Eq. (1) and Eq. (20).

\[
f(x) = h(x)^T \left(\lambda I + HH^T\right)^{-1} Y
\]

By Combing Eq. (1) and Eq. (21), the transition function of our method can be rewritten as Eq. (22).

\[
f(x) = \left[K(x, x_1) \cdots K(x, x_N)\right]^T \left(\lambda I + \Omega_{KSM}\right)^{-1} Y
\]

where \(\Omega_{KSM}\) is the kernel similarity matrix. Then, the kernel similarity embedding is not relevant to kernel function, input data \(x_i\) and the number of training samples. The kernel similarity embedding is not relevant to the number of outputs nodes. Thus method needs not to select artificially \(h(x)\) and implicitly maps input data to high dimensional space. Furthermore, feature mapping \(h(x)\) and the dimensionality of the feature space (nodes of hidden layer) is unknown to users; instead, its corresponding kernel \(K(u, v)\) is given to users. Moreover, the Eq. (22) intuitively shows that kernel similarity matrix is embedded into kernel similarity embedding, which will effectively use the similarity prior information for representing DTs.

See Algorithm 1 for a description of the proposed DT synthesis method. Specifically, algorithm first divides the input video sequence \(S_{1:N}\) (after subtracting temporal mean \(S\)) into two sub-sequences: explanatory frames \(\{S_j, j = 1, \ldots, N-1\}\) and response frames \(\{S_k, k = 2, \ldots, N\}\). Then, the kernel similarity matrix \(\Omega_{KSM}\) is learned with respect to Eq. (13) and Eq. (12), in which it will be embedded into kernel similarity matrix.
1 Algorithm 1 Kernel Similarity Embedding for DT Synthesis

Input:
(1) Training video sequences \( \{ S_t, t = 1, \cdots, N \} \)
(2) Number of synthesized image sequences \( L \)
(3) Kernel function \( K(u, v) \)

Output:
(1) Synthesized image sequences \( \{ \tilde{S}_l, l = 1, \cdots, L \} \)

1: Calculate the temporal mean \( \overline{S} \) of \( S_t \).
2: Let \( S_t \leftarrow S_t - \overline{S} \), \( t = 1, \cdots, N \).
3: Initialize \( \{ \tilde{S}_l \} \), for \( l = 1, \cdots, L \).
4: Define explanatory frames \( \{ S_j, j = 1, \cdots, N - 1 \} \) and response frames \( \{ S_k, k = 2, \cdots, N \} \) using training video sequences.
5: Calculate \( \Omega_{KSM} \) and \( (\lambda I + \Omega_{KSM})^{-1} Y \) according to Eq. (12) and Eq. (13).
6: repeat
7: Calculate \( \tilde{S}_l = f(\tilde{S}_{l-1}) \) by Eq. (22), \( l > 1 \).
8: Let \( \tilde{S}_l \leftarrow \tilde{S}_l + \overline{S} \).
9: Let \( l \leftarrow l + 1 \)
10: until \( l = L \)

embedding for representing DT. Finally, the endless sequences \( \{ s'_i \}_{t=2,3,\ldots} \) (after adding temporal mean \( \overline{S} \)) can be generated iteratively with pre-trained model according to Eq. (22).

In fact, the dimensionality \( D \) of explanatory frames and response frames is equal, and thus \( n = m = D \). During training, the computational complexity of our method is \( O(D^2 N^2) \), including \( N \times N \) kernel operation, an inverse operation, and matrix multiplication. During testing, the computational complexity of our method is \( O(DN) \), including \( N \) kernel operation and matrix multiplication.

C. Analysis of Kernel Similarity Embedding

1) Intuitive Insight: DT videos exhibit statistical stationarity in the spatial domain and stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension, which is the key cue for distinguishing DT videos from other videos and static images [1], [7], [11], [44]. Moreover, this cue can be further elaborated as the similarity correlation between frame-to-frame, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, what we need to do for DT synthesis is that we should build a DT model for presenting the features of dynamics and texture elements, which are statistically similar and temporally stationary. Here we integrate kernel learning and ELM into a powerfully unified DT synthesis model to learn kernel similarity embedding for achieving this goal.

Our method represents such features with a kernel similarity matrix, which is embedded into kernel similarity embedding. To intuitively analyze this mechanism, we visualize the learned kernel similarity matrices of some DT sequences (200 frames for each sequence) in the Dyntex dataset after training, as shown in Figure 3. The kernel similarity matrices of each row in Figure 3 are learned from different DT sequences of the same class, e.g., elevator, waterfall, rotating wind ornament, flowers swaying with current, water wave and spring water, which are existing mostly in everyday surroundings. The different DT sequences of the same class are acquired with different views or different time periods. See from Figure 3 kernel similarity matrices of our method elegantly represent the similarity correlation of DT videos. Specifically, the repetitiveness and stationarity of DT of the elevator, rotating wind ornament and flowers staying with current, are clearly exhibited by the learned matrices. As for waterfall, water wave, and spring water, although these objects originally have not obvious repetitiveness influenced by natural factors, kernel similarity matrices consistently exhibit the statistical stationarity and similarity for different DT videos of the same class. To this end, kernel similarity embedding well mines and exploits the similarity prior knowledge for representing DT using kernel similarity matrix, which will well overcome the challenge of high-dimensionality and small sample issues. That is, the representation features of our method are discriminative, which makes the proposed method can generate high-fidelity, long-term DT videos.

2) Theoretical Insight: In fact, kernel similarity embedding for DT synthesis can be view as the kernel embedding of conditional distribution for regression problem, where the feature vector \( \Phi = [\phi(y_1), \ldots, \phi(y_N)]^\top \) (\( \Phi \) is mapping
function) in reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) is substituted by \( Y = [y_1, \ldots, y_N]^T \) in original data domain. The key idea of kernel embedding of conditional distribution is to map conditional distributions into infinite-dimensional feature spaces using kernels, such that we can ultimately capture all the statistical features of arbitrary distributions and high-dimensional data [45], [46]. Its formulation is shown as:

\[
\hat{\mu}_{Y|x} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \phi(y_i) W_i(x) = W(x)\Phi
\]

(23)

where \( K_{x} = [k(x, x_1), \ldots, k(x, x_N)] \), \( G \) is the Gram matrix for samples from variable \( X \), \( W(x) = [W_1, \ldots, W_N]^T \) is non-uniform weight vector determined by the value \( x \) of the conditioning variable. Indeed, this non-uniform weight vector reflect the effects of conditioning on the embedding. As for kernel similarity embedding, it can be rewritten as Eq. (24) according to Eq. (22).

\[
f(x) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} K(x, x_1) \\
\vdots \\
K(x, x_N) \end{array} \right]^T (\lambda I + \Omega_{KSM})^{-1} Y
\]

(24)

\[
= W(x)Y
\]

It is obvious that the synthesized frames are conditioned by training sample \( x \). To compare Eq. (23) and Eq. (24), we observed that the kernel similarity embedding for DT is similar to the kernel embedding for conditional distribution. The difference is that kernel similarity embedding for DT synthesis predicts the future frames \( y_i \) in the original data domain, while kernel embedding for conditional distribution predicts the feature \( \phi(y_i) \) in RKHS. To this end, kernel similarity embedding possesses the properties of kernel embedding for conditional distribution. Thus it will well represent the statistical features (e.g., similarity correlation representation) by modeling nonlinear feature relationships for DT.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

In the following sections, we illustrate the implementation details and parameter setting. Furthermore, we intuitively analyze the sustainability and generalization of our method. Finally, we demonstrate, by visual evaluation, time-consuming and the quantitative evaluation metric, that our method is superior to 9 baseline methods, including non-neural-network-based DT synthesis methods and neural-network-based DT synthesis methods.

A. Implementation Details

In the following experiments, the DT videos were collected from internet and two benchmark datasets, i.e., Gatech Graphcut Texture[17] and Dyntex[47]. These two benchmark datasets are publicly available and have been widely used in recent publications [1], [7]–[9], [11], [12], [15], [18]–[20]. We resize the frame size of all DT videos to 150 × 100 pixels, which

1http://www.cc.gatech.edu/cpl/projects/graphcuttextures

2http://projects.cwi.nl/dyntex/database.html

Fig. 4: Performance comparisons between different kernel functions used in our method for the videos “rotating wind ornament” (left) and “windmill” (right). For each category, the first row displays 6 frames of the observed sequence, and the other rows display the corresponding frames (left-to-right: 1-th, 100-th, 150-th, 210-th, 230-th, 250-th) of synthesized sequences generated by our method using different kernel functions (top-to-bottom: Linear kernel, Rational Quadratic kernel, Polynomial kernel, Multiquadric kernel, Sigmoid kernel, Gaussian kernel). Is similar to [8] for facilitating direct comparison. Moreover, we train our model using the first 59 to 200 frames because the length of the shortest observed sequences is 59 of each DT sequence. We synthesize a new one with the long-term frame to observed DT videos for quantitative evaluation. All the experiments presented in this paper are conducted in MATLAB 2018b under a windows 10 with 64 bit operating system.

In addition, we use two metrics to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed method, including Peak Signal-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [48] and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [49]. They are common quantitative evaluation metrics in static image generation [10], [50], [51], DT synthesis [8], [9], [12] and other future frame prediction problem [21], [22]. Formally, PSNR can be written as Eq. (25).

\[
PSNR = \frac{1}{L-1} \sum_{t=2}^{L} 10 \log_{10} \frac{255^2}{MSE(S_t - \hat{S}_t)}
\]

(25)

where \( L \) is the length of observed sequence, \( S_t (t = 2, 3, \ldots, L) \) and \( \hat{S}_t (t = 2, 3, \ldots, L) \) are the observed video frames and generated video frames, respectively. Intuitively, PNSR is presented with the prediction error between observed sequence and generated sequence. The higher the PSNR is, the better high-fidelity DT video is generated.

SSIM was originally designed for image quality assessment, and later is used for providing a perceptual judgment on similarity between videos. It can be formulated as Eq. (26).

\[
SSIM(x, y) = \frac{(2\mu_x\mu_y + C_1)(2\sigma_{xy} + C_2)}{(\mu_x^2 + \mu_y^2 + C_1)(\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + C_2)}
\]

(26)

where \( x \) and \( y \) are the frame of observed sequence (\( S \)) and generated sequence (\( \hat{S} \)) respectively; \( \mu_x \) and \( \mu_y \) are the local means; \( \sigma_x \) and \( \sigma_y \) are the standard deviations; and the \( \sigma_{xy} \) is the cross-covariance for frame \( x \) and \( y \); \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are smooth factors. However, SSIM in Eq. (26) is used for evaluating the
similarity between two frames. For evaluating whole video sequence, the mean of SSIM is used, as shown in Eq. (27).

$$\text{SSIM}(S, \hat{S}) = \frac{1}{L - 1} \sum_{f=2}^{L} \text{SSIM}(S_f, \hat{S}_f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

Obviously, SSIM ranges from -1 to 1 with a larger score indicating greater similarity. A larger SSIM indicates a better synthesis quality due to higher perceptual similarity between the synthesized and observed sequences. Therefore, SSIM used in this paper according to Eq. (27).

B. Experiment 1: Hyper-Parameters Selection

In principle, there are two hyper-parameters influencing the performance of our proposed method: the kernel function $K(u, v)$ (in Eq. (22)) and the regularization factor $\lambda$ of kernel similarity embedding (in Eq. (22)). As the kernel function selection is important for kernel learning [8], [53], [54] and it can directly affect the stability of our method, we comprehensively test whole effects on the overall performance for obtaining the optimal solution at the beginning. Moreover, due to the regularization factor $\lambda$ and kernel size $\gamma$ interfere with the stability of leaning for kernel similarity embedding and impairs the generalization performance of our model, we also deal with the optimal selections of $\lambda$ and $\gamma$.

1) Kernel Function $K(u, v)$: In fact, most DT sequences lie in nonlinear manifolds containing different data modalities in their appearance distribution, structure dimension, and stochastic repetitiveness, which are difficult to describe using low-dimensional latent variables with linear observation functions. Furthermore, the kernel function effectively represents the similarity correlation between different frames with Euclidean distance. Therefore, a kernel function is critical for kernel similarity embedding to make use of similarity prior knowledge in this work. Here we take several generic kernel functions (e.g., Linear kernel, Polynomial kernel, Gaussian kernel, Rational Quadratic kernel, Multiquadric kernel, and Sigmoid kernel) for testing and select the optimal one for our model.

For evaluation, we test different kernel functions for our method on the DynTex dataset. As shown in Figure 5, the different kernel function exhibit various performance. Gaussian and Rational Quadratic kernel functions outperforms other kernel functions with better PSNR and SSIM scores, which show that our method can synthesize more high-quality DT sequences using these two kernel functions. Furthermore, the Gaussian kernel function still achieves better performance after 200 frames of synthesized DT videos, which do not exist in the training frames. This shows that the Gaussian kernel function may be fit for our method with better generalization performance. Meanwhile, we display different frames of two synthesized DT sequences (rotating wind ornament and windmill) with different kernel functions, as shown in Figure 4. Intuitively, the frames of synthesized DTs using Gaussian kernel, Multiquadric kernel, and Rational Quadratic kernel are realistic, while other kernels are failed (especially after 200 frames). In summary, the Gaussian kernel achieved better performance of DT quality and sustainability. Therefore, we integrate the Gaussian kernel function ($K(u, v) = \exp(-\gamma \|u - v\|^2)$) with ELM into a powerfully unified DT synthesis system to learn kernel similarity embedding for representing the spatial-temporal transition of DT videos in the later experiments.

2) Regularization Factor $\lambda$, Kernel Size $\gamma$: According to ridge regression theory [60], we add a positive value $\lambda I$ ($I$ is identity matrix) to the diagonal axis of kernel similarity matrix (Eq. (22) for learning a more stable and better generalization performance of DT synthesis model. Furthermore, it is known that the performance of SVM is sensitive to the combination of the regularization factor and kernel size ($\lambda$, $\gamma$) [42]. Therefore,
we also simultaneously analyze the influence of these two parameters ($\lambda$, $\gamma$) for our method.

To achieve good generalization performance of our method, the regularization factor $\lambda$, and the kernel size $\gamma$ of the model need to be chosen appropriately. We have tried a wide range of $\lambda$ and $\gamma$. Specifically, we have used 21 different value of $\lambda = \{2^{-30}, 2^{-28}, \ldots, 2^{18}, 2^{10}\}$ and 19 different values of $\gamma = \{2^{-18}, 2^{-16}, \ldots, 2^{10}, 2^{18}\}$ for evaluation on Dyntex dataset, resulting in a total of 399 pairs of ($\lambda$, $\gamma$), as shown in Figure 6. See from Figure 6, we can find that the performance of our method will be stable in two time periods (period 1: $\lambda < 10^{-14}$, period 2: $\lambda > 10^2$), which show that our method is over-fitting and under-fitting respectively. Note that when $\lambda$ is small, the PSNR can not be stable (see Figure 6(a)) because $PSNR \propto +\infty$ when some generated frames are extremely similar to observed frames. The regularization of the model is insufficient if regularization factor $\lambda$ is too small, which results that the DT synthesis model is overly confident to the training frames (the first 200 frames) and fails to generate high-quality DT frames after 200 frames. However, if a too large $\lambda$ is used, the model is over-regularized, which leads that the stationarity and repetitiveness of DT are smoothed overly. That is, the weak correlation between different frames is excessively decreased (see Figure 7). Figure 6 also show that the kernel size $\gamma$ also closely interferes with the regularization ability of $\lambda$. We can observe that the PSNR and SSIM are not sensitive to $\gamma$ while $\lambda$ is small, but relatively large $\gamma$ seems better. Therefore, the optimal combination of ($\lambda$, $\gamma$) of our method with Gaussian kernel is chosen for later experiments ($\lambda = 10^{-10}$, $\gamma = 10^8$).

C. Experiment 2: Sustainability Analysis

DT synthesis aims to generate high-quality, long-term DT sequences, which requires that we should design a synthesis method with good sustainability performance that mainly refers to no obvious visual decays, divergences, and abrupt jump for generated long-term sequences. Therefore, we intuitively analysis the sustainability of our method using visual quality and quantitative evaluation metrics on two datasets.

For evaluation, the visual quality comparison over several synthesized DT sequences of the different classes is presented in Figure 8. To show the robustness of our method, we train the model using the first 200 frames if the length of observed sequences is longer than 200, and otherwise, the whole frames of observed sequences are used for training. We can observe that our method not only generates high-fidelity DTs in short-term, but also generates high-quality DTs in long-term even if the observed sequences are short, e.g. flame ($l = 88$), rotating wind ornament ($l = 250$), water wave ($l = 250$), bulb ($l = 556$), flowers swaying with current ($l = 848$), windmill ($l = 962$). Note that Figure 8(a) seemingly shares with similar DT (from 100-th to 1000-th), because these generated frames locate in similar/same cycle. Furthermore, our method still keeps synthesizing the realistic DT (including the details) in the long-term, e.g., the flag in sample “windmill” exhibits its dynamic in long-term generated sequences.

Indeed, we also show the quantitative evaluation results to demonstrate the sustainability of our method. Here we report the mean SSIM and PSNR in terms of frames (from 1 to 848) of 6 observed sequences that used in the former visual quality evaluation. See from Figure 9, our method achieves desired mean PSNR and SSIM, which show that it synthesized high-fidelity DTs. Although the mean PSNR and SSIM decrease as the number of generated frames increasing for some DT videos (e.g., windmill, frame), they are still huge ($PSNR > 18$ dB, $SSIM > 0.69$). Notably, our method achieved extensive SSIM index with 1 for whole long-term sequences just using 200 frames for training (e.g., flowers swaying with current, bulb, water wave), which suggests that its generated videos almost as same as the observed sequences. These results prove that our method accurately exhibits the statistical stationarity in the
spatial domain and the stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension of DT sequences using kernel similarity embedding, and thus it can synthesize realistic DTs in long-term.

D. Experiment 3: Generalization Analysis

Good generalization performance is a key goal for all learning tasks. Similar to [12], we also specialize in our method to learn roughly aligned DT videos, which are non-stationary in either the spatial or temporal domain. In this study, it is different from [12] by training a model using all roughly aligned with video sequences for one example (e.g., 5 training sequences for the running cow). Our method trains a model just using one video sequence for one example, which may effectively verify the generalization performance of our method.

Spatially aligned with the sense for each time step, the target objects in different videos possess the same locations, shapes, and poses, while it is the same as temporally aligned with the starting and ending times of the actions in different videos. We take the DT videos that were used in [12] for evaluation. See from Figure 10 the 3 results of modeling and synthesizing DTs from roughly aligned video sequences are displayed. Specifically, we firstly trained a model on each sequence of the running cows/tigers/llamas, and then test the 5/2/2 trained models on the 5/2/2 observed sequences. Thus, we gain 33 realistic, synthesized sequences.

The experiment results show that our method can transfer the trained model to generate new sequences for other spatial-temporally aligned DT sequences. In summary, our method is effective and efficient for synthesizing realistic appearances and motions of the test animals, which suggests that our method performs excellent generalization performance. Indeed, the part of transferred model could not synthesize consistent motions for some cows (e.g., cow1 → cow2), because these samples are not aligned initially well.

E. Experiment 4: Comparisons to State-of-the-Arts

In this section, we compare our method with 9 state-of-the-art methods of DT synthesis, including non-neural-network-based methods (LDS [1], FFT-LDS [19], HOSVD [15], SLDS [20], Kernel-DT [18] and KPCR [8]) and neural-network-based methods (TwoStream [3] [11], STGCN [12] and DG [5] [22]). To better verify and validate the performance of our method, we simultaneously leverage the quantitative evaluation metric (SSIM, PSNR), time-consuming and vision quality.

Specifically, we first compare our method with 6 non-neural-network-based methods, including FFT-LDS [19], HOSVD [15], KPCR [8], LDS [1], SLDS [20], Kernel-DT [18]. To facilitate direct comparison, we tested all these models with 150×100 pixels using 17 gray DT videos on PSNR and SSIM. See from Table I our method attained the best performance on most of DT sequences, except for the videos of flashing lights and beach. That is because these two videos lack good spatial-temporal characteristic of DT. Notably, the proposed method beats the second-best results by a large margin (19.017 dB for average PSNR and 0.153 for average SSIM on 17 DT videos). Our method also achieves an significant SSIM index with 1 for some DT videos (e.g., bulb, fountain, spring water, etc.). Therefore, one can learn that our method can make full use of the similarity prior knowledge for DT synthesis using kernel similarity embedding. Indeed, all methods fail to synthesize high-quality DT video for rotating wind ornament, because this sample is originally blurry.

Then, our model is compared with 3 neural-network-based methods, such as TwoStream [11] and STGCN [12] and DG [5] [22] on 6 DT videos (e.g., elector, flashlights and beach, etc). For a fair comparison, we display 6 same index frames of

1https://ryersonvisionlab.github.io/two-stream-projpage/
2http://www.stat.ucla.edu/ jxie/STGConvNet/STGConvNet.html
generated sequences. See from Figure [1] the DT sequences generated by TwoStream are divergent because the TwoStream method has a limitation that it cannot well synthesize DTs not being spatially homogeneous (e.g., elevator, water spray). As for STGCN and DG, the DT sequences generated by them appear blurred because these two methods lie on more training data. Intuitively, our method generated high-fidelity DT sequences, including realistic details of DTs.

Finally, we report the time-consuming of different DT synthesis methods including neural-network-based methods and non-neural-network-based methods. As shown in Table II, our method can satisfy the real-time (25 fps) generation with 46.040 fps as well as non-neural-network-based methods (except for Kernel-DT), while the neural-network-based methods are failed. Moreover, the neural-network-based methods are time-consuming and computationally expensive for training. In summary, our method powerfully synthesizes high-quality DT videos with fast speed and low computation superior to the state-of-the-art DT methods, which benefits from the discriminative representation of kernel similarity embedding for exhibiting the spatial-temporal transition of DTs. It directly shows that the similarity correlation of different frames is a critical prior knowledge for DT synthesis.

V. DISCUSSION

In this study, we propose a novel DT synthesis method to address the high-dimensionality and small sample issues for DT synthesis. Specifically, our method leverages a kernel similarity matrix to mine and capture the similarity prior knowledge of DT, which is embedded into kernel similarity embedding. Then, high-fidelity DTs are synthesized iteratively by learned model. Notably, our method is dissimilar to the existing kernel-based DT synthesis methods [8], [18], [55], which use kernel function to learn a nonlinear observation function for dimensionality-reduction. The experimental results on well-known benchmark datasets show that the similarity correlation is a critical prior knowledge for representing DT and the kernel similarity embedding effectively solves the aforementioned issues. Thus our method can achieve promising results of DT synthesis.

For evaluating our method, we intuitively and theoretically analyzed the effectiveness of kernel similarity embedding for DT synthesis (Section III-C). Then, we evaluated the influence of the selection of kernel function, the regularization factor $\lambda$ and the kernel size $\gamma$ (Section IV-B). Meanwhile, we intuitively validated the sustainability and generalization of our method using vision quality and quantitative evaluation metrics (Section IV-C and Section IV-D). Eventually, we took our method to compare with 9 state-of-the-art methods (including neural-network-based methods and non-neural-network-based methods) (Section IV-E).

Although our method has achieved promising results, it has a limitation that the sustainability is impacted if DTs lack of stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension (e.g., waterfall, spring water). See from Figure [12], our method falls in visual decay after 200 frames, and thus it fails to synthesize high-fidelity DTs for the long-term. In the future, the scalable kernel similarity embedding may be a potential choice to overcome this limitation. Because scalable kernel similarity embedding could adjust the similarity representation, and thus the statistical stationarity in the spatial domain and stochastic repetitiveness in the temporal dimension can be artificially controlled.
will also adopt multi-view methods into DT synthesis as some videos collected from two benchmark datasets and the internet. For each category, the first row displays 6 frames of the observed sequence, and the other rows display the corresponding frames of synthesized sequences generated by different methods (from top to bottom: TwoStream [11], STGCN [12], DG [22] and our method).

![Fig. 11: Visual quality comparison between three neural-network-based methods and our method for 6 different DT videos. For each category, the first row displays 6 frames of the observed sequence, and the other rows display the corresponding frames of synthesized sequences generated by different methods (from top to bottom: TwoStream [11], STGCN [12], DG [22] and our method).](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel DT synthesis method that integrates kernel learning and extreme learning machine into a powerful unified synthesis method to learn kernel similarity embedding for representing DT. Notably, kernel similarity embedding not only effectively address the high-dimensionality and small sample issues using similarity prior knowledge, but also has the advantage of modeling nonlinear representation feature relationship for DT. The competitive results on DT videos collected from two benchmark datasets and the internet demonstrate the superiority and great potentials of our method for DT synthesis. It also shows obvious advantages over all the compared state-of-the-art approaches.

In the future, we will design a more effective learning model to learn scalable kernel similarity embedding for DT synthesis, because scalable kernel similarity embedding will effectively control the similarity representations of DT. Furthermore, we will also adopt multi-view methods into DT synthesis as some DT sequences were acquired with the moving camera and different views (e.g., some DT videos in DynTex).
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